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ABSTRACT

1.

INTRODUCTION

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are Machine Learning
(ML) methods that learn complex function approximations from input/output examples [1]. These methods have
gained popularity over the last ten years thanks to empirical achievements on a wide range of tasks including speech
recognition [2, 3], computer vision [4], and natural language
processing [5, 6]. Applications based on DNNs can be found
across a broad range of computing systems, from datacenters down to battery-powered mobile and IoT devices. The
recent success of DNNs in these problem domains can be
attributed to three key factors: the availability of massive
datasets, access to highly parallel computational resources
such as GPUs, and improvements in the algorithms used to
tune DNNs to data [7].
The parameters (weights) of a DNN are fitted to data in
a process called training, which typically runs on a highperformance CPU/GPU platform. The training process depends on the characteristics of the available data and should
ideally incorporate the latest ML advances, best suited to
leverage the high flexibility of software. During the prediction phase, trained DNN models are used to infer unknown
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The continued success of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) in
classification tasks has sparked a trend of accelerating their
execution with specialized hardware. While published designs easily give an order of magnitude improvement over
general-purpose hardware, few look beyond an initial implementation. This paper presents Minerva, a highly automated co-design approach across the algorithm, architecture, and circuit levels to optimize DNN hardware accelerators. Compared to an established fixed-point accelerator baseline, we show that fine-grained, heterogeneous datatype optimization reduces power by 1.5×; aggressive, inline predication and pruning of small activity values further
reduces power by 2.0×; and active hardware fault detection
coupled with domain-aware error mitigation eliminates an
additional 2.7× through lowering SRAM voltages. Across
five datasets, these optimizations provide a collective average of 8.1× power reduction over an accelerator baseline
without compromising DNN model accuracy. Minerva enables highly accurate, ultra-low power DNN accelerators (in
the range of tens of milliwatts), making it feasible to deploy
DNNs in power-constrained IoT and mobile devices.
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Figure 1: A literature survey of MNIST neural networks.
Survey reveals the disconnect between ML research and designing DNN accelerators. References: CPUs [8, 9, 10, 11,
12], GPUs [13, 14, 15, 16, 8, 9, 11], FPGAs [17, 12], and
ASICs [18, 19, 20, 21, 13, 22, 12, 23].
outputs from new input data. While training is largely a
one-time cost, prediction computations run repeatedly once
the DNN is deployed in a production environment. Therefore, speeding up prediction and minimizing its power consumption is highly desirable, especially for applications that
run on battery-powered devices with limited computational
capabilities. One obvious solution is to implement highlycustomized hardware accelerators for DNN prediction. This
paper presents a holistic methodology to automate the design
of DNN accelerators that achieve minimum power consumption while maintaining high prediction accuracy.
MNIST is a widely studied dataset used by the ML community to demonstrate state-of-the-art advances in DNN
techniques. Figure 1 shows the results of a literature survey on reported values of MNIST prediction error and corresponding power consumption for different neural network
implementations, as reported by the ML and hardware (HW)
communities. The ML community (blue) focuses on minimizing prediction error and favors the computational power
of GPUs over CPUs, with steady progress towards the top
left of the plot. In contrast, solutions from the HW community (green) trend towards the bottom right of the figure,
emphasizing practical efforts to constrain silicon area and
reduce power consumption at the expense of non-negligible
reductions in prediction accuracy.
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Figure 2: The five stages of Minerva. Analysis details for each stage and the tool-chain are presented in Section 3.
The divergent trends observed for published ML versus
HW results reveal a notable gap for implementations that
achieve competitive prediction accuracy with power budgets within the grasp of mobile and IoT platforms. Currentgeneration mobile devices already exploit DNN techniques
across a range of applications. However, they typically offload computation to backend servers. Solutions that can
bring DNN computation to edge devices promise to improve
latency, autonomy, power consumption, and security for the
growing number of applications that look to use DNNs. For
IoT devices in particular, it is often not possible to guarantee the availability of high-bandwidth communications, rendering off-loading impractical. To enable highly-accurate
DNN predictions in mobile and IoT devices, novel powerreduction techniques are needed.
This paper presents Minerva: a highly automated codesign flow that combines insights and techniques across
the algorithm, architecture, and circuit layers, enabling lowpower accelerators for executing highly-accurate DNNs.
The Minerva flow, outlined in Figure 2, first establishes a
fair baseline design by extensively exploring the DNN training and accelerator microarchitectural design spaces, identifying an ideal DNN topology, set of weights, and accelerator implementation. The resulting design is competitive
with the best DNN ASIC accelerators built today. Minerva
then applies three cross-layer optimization steps to this baseline design including: (i) fine-grain, heterogeneous datatype quantization, (ii) dynamic operation pruning, and (iii)
algorithm-aware fault mitigation for low-voltage SRAM operation. These techniques, both extensions of known optimizations as well as entirely new ones, result in an optimized design that demonstrates more than 8× power reduction compared to the baseline design while preserving
its initial high prediction accuracy. Extensive simulations
show Minerva can yield the (?) in Figure 1 for MNIST. We
also apply the Minerva flow to five common ML datasets
and show that a continuum of designs is available: from a
general-purpose DNN accelerator to a dataset specific hardcoded implementation with varying power/area trade-offs.

2.

OVERVIEW

Minerva consists of five stages, as shown in Figure 2.
Stages 1–2 establish a fair baseline accelerator implementation. Stage 1 generates the baseline DNN: fixing a network topology and a set of trained weights. Stage 2 selects
an optimal baseline accelerator implementation. Stages 3–
5 employ novel co-design optimizations to minimize power
consumption over the baseline in the following ways: Stage
3 analyzes the dynamic range of all DNN signals and reduces slack in data type precision. Stage 4 exploits observed
network sparsity to minimize data accesses and MAC operations. Stage 5 introduces a novel fault mitigation technique,
which allows for aggressive SRAM supply voltage reduction. For each of the three optimization stages, the ML level
measures the impact on prediction accuracy, the architecture level evaluates hardware resource savings, and the circuit level characterizes the hardware models and validates
simulation results.
The organization of the five stages is intended to minimize
the possibility of compounding prediction error degradation.
Appendix A provides a review of DNNs and terminology.
Stage 1: Training Space Exploration. Minerva first establishes a fair DNN baseline that achieves prediction accuracy comparable to state-of-the-art ML results. This stage
leverages the Keras software library [24] to sweep the large
DNN hyperparameter space. Of the thousands of uniquely
trained DNNs, Minerva selects the network topology that
minimizes error with reasonable resource requirements.
Stage 2: Microarchitecture Design Space. The optimal network from Stage 1 is then fed to a second stage that
thoroughly explores the accelerator design space. This process exposes hardware resource trade-offs through microarchitectural parameters (e.g., clock frequency and memory
bandwidth). Minerva then uses an optimal design point as
the baseline implementation to which all subsequent optimizations are applied and compared against.
Stage 3: Data Type Quantization. Minerva optimizes
DNN data types with linear quantization analysis, indepen-

dently tuning the range and precision of each DNN signal at each network layer. Quantization analysis minimizes
bitwidths without exceeding a strict prediction error bound.
Compared to a 16 bit fixed-point baseline, data type quantization reduces power consumption by 1.5×.
Stage 4: Selective Operation Pruning. The DNN kernel mostly comprises repeated weight reads and MAC operations. Analysis of neuron activity values reveals the vast
majority of operands are close to zero. Minerva identifies
these neuron activities and removes them from the prediction
computation such that model accuracy is not affected. Selective pruning further reduces power consumption by 2.0× on
top of bitwidth quantization.
Stage 5: SRAM Fault Mitigation. By combining inherent algorithmic redundancy with low overhead fault mitigation techniques, optimization Stage 5 saves an additional
2.7× power by aggressively scaling SRAM supply voltages.
Minerva employs state-of-the-art circuits to identify potential SRAM read faults and proposes new mitigation techniques based on rounding faulty weights towards zero.
Minerva’s optimizations reduce power consumption by
more than 8× without degrading prediction accuracy.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

The Minerva design flow (Figure 2) integrates tools at
the software, architecture, and circuit levels. Software level
analysis lets Minerva quickly evaluate the accuracy impact
of optimization trade-offs. Architectural simulation enables
rapid design space exploration (DSE) and quantification of
hardware optimization benefits. Circuit tools provide accurate power-performance-area (PPA) and reliability models,
as well as validation of the higher-level simulation results.

3.1

Software Level: Keras

To understand how each Minerva stage affects prediction
accuracy, Minerva uses a software model built on top of the
Keras [24] ML library. This GPU-accelerated code enables
us to explore the large hyperparameter space in Stage 1.
To evaluate the optimizations, we augment Keras with
a software model for each technique. Evaluating fixedpoint types in Stage 3 was done by building a fixed-point
arithmetic emulation library and wrapping native types with
quantization calls. To prune insignificant activities (Stage
4), a thresholding operation is added to the activation function of each DNN layer. This function checks each activity
value and zeros all activities below the threshold, removing
them from the prediction computation. To study faults in
DNN weights (Stage 5), we built a fault injection framework
around Keras. Before making predictions, the framework
uses a fault distribution, derived from SPICE simulations
for low-voltage SRAMs, to randomly mutate model weights.
For statistical significance, both the model and the fault injection framework are sampled 500 times, and the resulting
output distribution is shown.

3.2

Architecture Level: Aladdin

Stage 2 of Minerva automates a large design space exploration of microarchitectural parameters used for accelerator design (e.g., loop level parallelism, memory bandwidth,
clock frequency, etc.) in order to settle on a Pareto-optimal

starting point for further optimizations. The accelerator design space that we explore is vast, exceeding several thousand points. In order to exhaustively explore this space we
rely on Aladdin, a cycle-accurate design analysis tool for accelerators [25].
To model the optimizations in Stages 3-5, Aladdin was
extended in the following ways: first, fixed-point data types
are modeled by adding support for variable types wherein
each variable and array in the C-code is tagged to specify
its precision. Aladdin then interprets these annotations by
mapping them to characterized PPA libraries to apply appropriate costs. Overheads such as additional comparators
associated with operation pruning and SRAM fault detection were modeled by inserting code representative of the
overhead into the input C-code. The benefits of operation
pruning are informed by the Keras software model which
tracks each elided neuronal MAC operation. This information is relayed to Aladdin and used during an added activity
trace post-processing stage where each skipped operation is
removed to model dynamic power savings. To model power
with respect to reduced SRAM voltages, Aladdin’s nominal
SRAM libraries are replaced with the corresponding lowvoltage libraries.

3.3

Circuit Level: EDA

In order to achieve accurate results, Aladdin requires detailed PPA hardware characterization to be fed into its models as represented by the arrows from the circuit to architecture levels in Figure 2. Aladdin PPA characterization libraries are built using PrimePower for all datapath
elements needed to simulate DNN accelerators with commercial standard cell libraries in 40nm CMOS. For SRAM
modeling, we use SPICE simulations with foundry-supplied
memory compilers. Included in the PPA characterization
are the fixed-point types (for Stage 3) and reduced voltage
SRAMs (for Stage 5). Fault distributions corresponding to
each SRAM voltage reduction step are modeled using Monte
Carlo SPICE simulation with 10,000 samples, similar to the
methodology of [28].
We validate PPA estimates for Minerva’s optimized design (Stage 5 output) by comparing against a fully placeand-routed implementation (using Cadence SoC Encounter)
of hand-written RTL informed by the parameters determined
by Aladdin. The power dissipation of the accelerator is
dominated by datapath and memory elements which Aladdin
models accurately using the detailed PPA libraries. Our validation results in Table 2 show that Aladdin estimates are
within 12% of a fully place-and-routed design.

3.4

Datasets Evaluated

We validate the optimizations performed by our framework with five classification datasets commonly used by the
ML community: 1) MNIST: images of hand-written digits from 0 to 9 [29]; 2) Forest: cartographic observations
for classifying the forest cover type [26]; 3) Reuters-21578
(Distribution 1.0): news articles for text categorization [30,
27]; 4) WebKB: web pages from different universities [31];
5) 20NG: newsgroup posts for text classification and text
clustering [32].
MNIST is the dataset most commonly used and reported

Table 1: Application Datasets, Hyperparameters, and Prediction Error
Dataset
Hyperparameters
Error (%)
Name
Domain
Inputs Outputs
Topology
Params L1
L2 Literature Minerva σ
MNIST Handwritten Digits 784
10
256×256×256 334 K 10−5 10−5 0.21 [8]
1.4
0.14
Forest Cartography Data
54
8
128×512×128 139 K
0 10−2 29.42 [26]
28.87
2.7
−5
−3
Reuters
News Articles
2837
52
128×64×512 430 K 10
10
13.00 [27]
5.30
1.0
WebKB
Web Crawl
3418
4
128×32×128 446 K 10−6 10−2 14.18 [27]
9.89
0.71
20NG
Newsgroup Posts 21979
20
64×64×256 1.43 M 10−4
1
17.16 [27]
17.8
1.4
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Figure 3: Each point is a uniquely trained MNIST DNN. The
black line indicates the Pareto frontier, minimizing DNN
weights and prediction error. The red dot indicates the chosen network. Parameters swept: 3–5 hidden layers, 32–512
nodes per layer, L1/L2 weight parameters from 0–10−6 .

Figure 4: By training the same network using many random
initial conditions, we can measure the intrinsic error variation in its converged state. All our optimizations are designed to have an accuracy degradation below this threshold,
so their effects are indistinguishable from noise.

by the ML community when evaluating the performance of
DNN methods. Hence, we use MNIST as the main reference
to evaluate each of the optimization operations performed by
Minerva. To demonstrate optimization generality, Section 9
presents results for the remaining four datasets.

requires 3.6MB (assuming 4B weights). This 2.8× storage
increase only improves absolute model accuracy 0.05%. The
red dot in Figure 3 corresponds to an optimal network that
balances memory requirements versus incremental accuracy
improvements. The resulting network has a prediction error
of 1.4%. Selected DNN hyperparameter settings for MNIST
and other datasets can be found in Table 1.

4.

TRAINING SPACE EXPLORATION

Stage 1 of Minerva explores the DNN training space,
identifying hyperparameters that provide optimal predictive
capabilities. There is currently no standard process for setting/tuning DNN hyperparameters, which remains somewhere between a black art and cutting-edge research [33].
To explore this configuration space, Minerva considers the
number of hidden layers, number of nodes per layer, and
L1/L2 weight regularization penalties. Minerva then trains a
DNN for each point and selects the one with the lowest prediction error. The weights for the trained network are then
fixed and used for all subsequent experiments.

4.1

Hyperparameter Space Exploration

Figure 3 plots the resulting prediction errors as a function
of the number of DNN weights for MNIST. Larger networks
often have smaller predictive error. However, beyond a certain point, the resources required to store the weights dominates the marginal increase in prediction error. For example,
a DNN with three hidden layers and 256 nodes per layer requires roughly 1.3MB of storage, while 512 nodes per layer

4.2

Bounding Prediction Error

Minerva modifies the calculations performed by the original DNN in order to optimize power and chip area for the
resulting hardware accelerator. This comes with the possibility of a small increase in prediction error. To maintain
DNN accuracy, we constrain the cumulative error increase
from all Minerva optimizations to be smaller than the intrinsic variation of the training process. This interval is not
deterministic, but sensitive to randomness from both the initialization of the pre-training weights and the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm.
Figure 4 shows the average prediction error and a corresponding confidence interval, denoted by ±1 standard deviations, obtained across 50 unique training runs. We use
these confidence intervals to determine the acceptable upper
bound on prediction error increase due to Minerva optimizations. For MNIST, the interval is ±0.14%. Table 1 enumerates the intervals for the other datasets.
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5.

ACCELERATOR DESIGN SPACE

Stage 2 of Minerva takes the DNN topology from Stage
1 and searches the microarchitectural design space for a superior DNN accelerator. This exploration entails generating
and evaluating thousands of unique implementations using
Aladdin and ultimately yields a power-performance Pareto
frontier. We select a baseline design from this frontier that
balances area and energy. We then apply all remaining optimizations to this optimal baseline design.
The high-level DNN accelerator architecture is shown in
Figure 5a, representing the machine specified by the description fed to Aladdin. The accelerator consists of memories
for input vectors, weights, and activities as well as multiple
datapath lanes that perform neuron computations. Figure 6
shows the layout of a single datapath lane, consisting of two
operand fetch stages (F1 and F2), a MAC stage (M), a linear rectifier activation function unit (A), and an activation
writeback (WB) stage. The parts in black are optimized by
Aladdin to consider different combinations of intra-neuron
parallelism (i.e., parallelism and pipelining of per-neuron
calculations), internal SRAM bandwidth for weights and activities (F1 and F2), and the number of parallel MAC operations (M). These features, in addition to inter-neuron parallelism (i.e., how many neurons are computed in parallel),
collectively describe a single design point in the design space
shown in Figure 5b. The red wires and boxes in Figure 6 denote additional logic needed to accommodate the optimizations described in this paper.
Red dots in Figure 5b correspond to design points along

the power-performance Pareto frontier. The area and energy consumed by each of these Pareto design points is further shown in Figure 5c. The DNN kernel is embarrassingly parallel within a single layer, and the bottleneck to
performance- and energy-scaling quickly becomes memory
bandwidth. In order to supply bandwidth, the SRAMs must
be heavily partitioned into smaller memories, but once the
minimum SRAM design granularity is reached, additional
partitioning becomes wasteful as there is more total capacity than data to store. This scaling effect levies a heavy area
penalty against excessively parallel designs and provides little significant energy improvement, as seen in the most parallel designs in Figure 5c (left side). The baseline, indicated
as the Optimal Design in Figure 5c, is a balance between the
steep area increase from excessive SRAM partitioning versus the energy reduction of parallel hardware. Under these
constraints, the chosen design maximizes performance and
minimizes power.

6.

DATA TYPE QUANTIZATION

Stage 3 of Minerva aggressively optimizes DNN
bitwidths. The use of optimized data types is a key advantage that allows accelerators to achieve better computational
efficiency than general-purpose programmable machines. In
a DNN accelerator, weight reads and MAC operations account for the majority of power consumption. Fine-grained
per-type, per-layer optimizations significantly reduce power
and resource demands.
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Figure 7: Minimum precision requirements for each datapath signal while preserving model accuracy within our established error bound.

6.1

Fixed-Point Datapath Design

Figure 6 identifies three distinct signals that we independently quantize: x j (k − 1), neuron activity (SRAM);
w j,i (k), the network’s weights (SRAM); and the product
w j,i (k) · x j (k − 1), an intermediate value that determines the
multiplier width. The notation Qm.n describes a fixed-point
type of m integer bits (including the sign bit) and n fractional bits (i.e., bits to the right of the binary point). For
each independent signal, we consider a separate fixed-point
P
representation, named accordingly: QXm.n , QW
m.n , and Qm.n .

6.2

Optimal
Bypass
Threshold

Optimized Fixed-Point Bitwidths

The conventional approach to using fixed-point types in
DNNs is to select a single, convenient bitwidth (typically 16
bits [34, 19, 21]) and verify the prediction error is within
some margin of the original floating-point implementation.
To improve upon this approach, Minerva considers all possible combinations and granularities of m and n for each signal
within each network layer, independently.
Figure 7 presents the resulting number of bits (m+n) from
fine-grained bitwidth tuning for each signal on a per-layer
basis for MNIST. The required number of bits is computed
by iteratively reducing the width, starting from a baseline
type of Q6.10 for all signals (shown in Figure 7 as Baseline),
and running the Keras SW models to measure prediction error. The minimum number of bits required is set to be the
point at which reducing the precision by 1 bit (in either the
integer or fraction) exceeds MNIST’s error confidence interval of ±0.14%.
The datapath lanes process the DNN graph sequentially,
in a time multiplexed fashion. Hence, even though per-layer
optimization provides the potential for further width reductions, all datapath types are set to the largest per-type requirement (e.g., all weights are 8 bits). While this may seem
wasteful, it is in fact the optimal design decision. With respect to weight SRAM word sizes, the savings from removing one to two additional bits saves 11% power and 15% area
but requires a larger number of unique SRAMs. Instantiating two different word sized SRAMs tailored to each layer,
as opposed to having a single 8 bit word SRAM, results in
a 19% increase in area. In a similar vein, it is difficult to
modify the MAC stage logic to allow such fine-grained reconfiguration without incurring significant overheads.

Figure 8: Analysis of neuron activities and sensitivity of prediction error to pruning. The vertical line corresponds to the
point our error bound is exceeded.
X
P
Using per-type values of QW
2.6 , Q2.4 , and Q2.7 provides a
power saving of 1.6× for MNIST and an average of 1.5×
across all datasets compared to a traditional, global fixedpoint type of Q6.10 as used in [21, 34].

7.

SELECTIVE OPERATION PRUNING

Stage 4 of Minerva reduces the number of edges that must
be processed in the dataflow graph. Using empirical analysis
of neuron activity, we show that by eliminating operations
involving small activity values, the number of weight fetch
and MAC operations can be drastically reduced without impacting prediction accuracy.

7.1

Analysis of DNN Activity

Figure 8 shows a histogram of neuron activities over all
of the test vectors for the MNIST dataset. Immediately visible is the overwhelming number of zero- and near-zero values. Mathematically, zero-valued activities are insignificant:
guaranteed to have no impact on prediction error. Skipping
operations involving these values can save power both from
avoided multiplications and SRAM accesses. Intuitively, it
also stands to reason that many near-zero values have no
measurable impact on prediction error. Thus, if we loosen
the definition of “insignificant” to encompass this large population small values, we stand to gain additional power savings with no accuracy penalty.
Stage 4 quantifies the relationship between activity value
and overall error. Our software model elides operations involving any neuron activity below a given threshold and
evaluates the network as if those activities were zero. The
resulting curves in Figure 8 show that even if we remove all
activities with magnitude less than 1.05, the overall prediction error is unaffected. The green pruned-operation curve
tracks the cumulative number of activities smaller than a
given value. A threshold value of 1.05 is larger than ap-

proximately 75% of activities, meaning we can safely prune
three out of every four MAC and SRAM read operations.
While this may sound surprising, there is some intuition
behind this phenomenon. Rectifier activation functions eliminate negative products, so we should expect approximately
half of the internal activity values to be zero from this effect alone. This is largely responsible for the high number
of operations pruned even with a threshold close to zero (the
y-intercept of the pruned-operations curve in Figure 8). Additionally, DNNs based on rectifier activation functions are
known to grow increasingly sparse with deeper topologies as
a result of successive decimation [35]. The combination of
these effects results in a remarkable number of insignificant
operations. In addition to quantization, selective pruning further reduces power 1.9× for MNIST and an average of 2.0×
over all datasets.

7.2

Predicating on Insignificant Operations

The sparsity patterns in the activities is a dynamic function of the input data vector. As such, it is not possible to
determine a priori which operations can be pruned. Therefore, it is necessary to inspect the neuron activities as they
are read from SRAM and dynamically predicate MAC operations for small values. To achieve this, the datapath lane
(Figure 6) splits the fetch operations over two stages. F1
reads the current neuron activation (x j (k − 1)) from SRAM
and compares it with the per-layer threshold (θ (k)) to generate a flag bit, z j (k), which indicates if the operation can
be skipped. Subsequently, F2 uses the z j (k) flag to predicate
the SRAM weight read (Wi j (k)) and stall the following MAC
(M), using clock-gating to reduce the dynamic power of the
datapath lane. The hardware overhead for splitting the fetch
operations, an additional pipeline stage and a comparator,
are negligible.

8.

SRAM FAULT MITIGATION

The final stage of Minerva optimizes SRAM power by
reducing the supply voltage. While the power savings are
significant, lowering SRAM voltages causes an exponential
increase in the bitcell fault rate. We only consider reducing SRAM voltages as they account for the vast majority of
the remaining accelerator power. To enable robust SRAM
scaling, we present novel co-designed fault mitigation techniques.

8.1

SRAM Supply Voltage Scaling

Scaling SRAM voltages is challenging due to the low
noise margin circuits used in SRAMs, including ratioed
logic in the bitcell, domino logic in the bitline operation, and
various self-timed circuits. Figure 9 shows SPICE simulation results for SRAM power consumption and corresponding bitcell fault rates when scaling the supply voltage of a
16KB SRAM array in 40nm CMOS. The fault rate curve indicates the probability of a single bit error in the SRAM array. This data was generated using Monte Carlo simulation
with 10,000 samples at each voltage step to model process
variation effects, similar to the analysis in [28], but with a
modern technology.
SRAM power decreases quadratically as voltage scales
down while the probability of any bitcell failing increases

Target
operating
voltage

Figure 9: SRAM supply voltage scaling trends for fault rate
and power dissipation.
exponentially. If we target an operating voltage of 0.7V,
we could approximately halve the power consumption of the
SRAM and, according to Figure 9, operate with seemingly
negligible fault probability. However, many practical effects
make this fault rate far higher than the ideal case, including
process variation, voltage noise, temperature, and aging effects. As a result, it is important to be able to tolerate fault
rates beyond this point.

8.2

SRAM Fault Detection

A number of techniques have been described to detect faults arising from voltage scaling, including parity
bits [36], Razor double-sampling [37, 38], Razor transitiondetection [39], and various canary circuits [40]. A single
parity bit enables fault detection simply through inspecting
the read SRAM data. In contrast, Razor and canary circuits
provide fault detection by monitoring delays in the circuits.
None of these solutions correct suspected-faulty SRAM data
but instead indicate when a fault may have occurred. The
overheads of these fault detection methods vary relative to
the protection provided. Parity can only detect an odd number of errors and provides no information as to which bit(s)
in the word the fault(s) may have affected. In the case of
DNN accelerators, the word sizes are relatively small (Section 6); the overhead of a single parity bit is approximately
11% area and 9% power. Thus, anything more than a single
bit is prohibitive.
In this work, we instead employ the Razor doublesampling method for fault detection. Unlike parity, Razor
monitors each column of the array individually, which provides two key advantages: (1) there is no limit on the number
of faults that can be detected, and (2) information is available on which bit(s) are affected. The relative overheads for
Razor SRAM fault detection are modeled in our single-port
weight arrays as 12.8% and 0.3% for power and area respectively [38]. This overhead is modeled in the SRAM characterization used by Aladdin.

8.3

Mitigating Faults in DNNs

Razor SRAMs provide fault detection, not correction.
Correction mechanisms require additional consideration,
and are built on top of detection techniques. In fault-tolerant
CPU applications a typical correction mechanism is to recompute using checkpoint and replay [39, 41, 42], a capability specific to the sophisticated control-plane logic of

Acceptable
Fault Rate

(a) No Protection

Acceptable
Fault Rate

Acceptable
Fault Rate

(b) Word Masking

(c) Bit Masking

Figure 10: The sensitivity of weight matrices to proposed fault mitigation techniques. The figures show the impact faults have
on accuracy when mitigating faults with no protection (a), word masking (b), and bit masking (c). The vertical dashed lines
correspond to the maximum tolerable fault rate that satisfies our 0.14% absolute increase to prediction error bound.
a CPU employing pipeline speculation. In an accelerator,
implementing replay mechanisms incur significant, and in
this case unnecessary, overheads. To avoid this, we use a
lightweight approach which does not reproduce the original
data but instead attempts to mitigate the impact of intermittent bit-flips to the DNN’s model accuracy. This is reminiscent of an approach studied for fault-tolerant DSP accelerators [43, 44].
We extend the Keras DNN model to study the impact of
SRAM faults incurred from low-voltage operation on prediction accuracy. Faults are modeled as random bit-flips in the
weight matrix (w). Figure 10 shows how these faults result
in degraded prediction accuracy as an exponential function
of fault probability. Figure 10a shows weight fault tolerance
without any protection mechanism; here, even at relatively
small fault probabilities (< 10−4 ), the prediction error exceeds our established error confidence interval. Once the
fault rate goes above 10−3 , the model is completely random
with 90% prediction error. This result intuitively follows
from the observations regarding the sparsity of the network
activity in the previous section—if the majority of neuron
outputs are zero, a fault which flips a high-order bit can have
a catastrophic affect on the classification.
To prevent prediction accuracy degradation, we combine
Razor fault detection with mechanisms to mask data towards
zero when faults are detected at the circuit level. Masking
can be performed at two different granularities: word masking: when a fault is detected, all the bits of the word are set
to zero; and bit masking: any bits that experience faults are
replaced with the sign bit. This achieves a similar effect to
rounding the bit position towards zero. Figure 11 gives a
simple illustration of word masking and bit masking fault
mitigation.
Figure 10b illustrates the benefits of word masking.
Masking the whole word to zero on a fault is equivalent to removing an edge from the DNN graph (Figure 14), preventing
fault propagation. However, there is an associated secondorder effect of neuron activity being inhibited by word masking when a fault coincides with a large activity in the preceding layer. Compared to no protection, word masking is able
to tolerate an order of magnitude more bitcell faults.
By masking only the affected bit(s), rather than the whole
word, bit masking (Figure 10c) is the strongest solution.

Sign bit

LSB

Original Data 0 0 0 1 1 0
Fault Pattern

0 0 X 0 0 0

Corrupt Data 0 0 1 1 1 0
Word Masking
0 0 0 0 0 0

Bit Masking

0 0 0 1 1 0

Figure 11: Illustration of word masking (faulty weights set
to zero) and bit masking (faulty bits set to sign bit) fault mitigation techniques.
Bit masking limits error propagation through the fullyconnected network of a DNN, and its bias towards zero complements the natural sparsity of ReLU-activated networks.
The combination of Razor fault detection and bit masking
fault mitigation allows the weight SRAMs to tolerate 44×
more faults than word masking. With bit masking, 4.4%
of SRAM bitcells can fault without loss of prediction error.
This level of fault tolerance allows us to confidently drop our
SRAM supply voltage by more than 200mV, reducing overall power consumption of the accelerator by an additional
2.7× on average and 2.5× for MNIST.

8.4

HW Modifications for Mitigation

Bit masking requires modifications to the weight fetch
stage (F2) of the datapath lane, as illustrated in Figure 6.
The Razor SRAM provides flags to indicate a potential fault
for each column of the array, which are used to mask bits in
the data, replacing them with the sign bit using a row of twoinput multiplexers. The flag bits are prone to metastability,
because (by definition) timing will not be met in the case of
a fault. However, metastability is not a big concern as the
error flags only fan-out into datapath logic, as opposed to
control logic, which can be problematic. The flags are also
somewhat late to arrive, which is accommodated by placing
the multiplexers at the end of the F2 stage (Figure 6).
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Figure 12: Results from applying the Minerva design flow to five application datasets to investigate generality. Each successive
optimization insures compounding error does not exceed the established threshold. The bars labeled ROM show the benefit of
full customization, wherein weights are stored in ROMs rather than SRAMs. Those labeled programmable show the overhead
each dataset incurs when an accelerator is designed to handle all 5 datasets.
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Figure 13: Layout of the optimized Minerva accelerator.

9.
9.1

DISCUSSION
Sensitivity Analysis of Optimizations

To this point, we focused only on MNIST for clarity in the
presentation of the Minerva design flow and optimizations.
In this section we demonstrate the generality of Minerva
by considering four additional datasets; each is run through
the Minerva design flow described in Sections 4–8. Figure 12 presents the resulting accelerator designs, indicating
the power reduction of each with respect to each optimization stage. On average, Minerva generated DNN accelerators dissipate 8.1× less power, operating at the 10s rather
than 100s of mWs.
While the overall power reduction for each dataset is similar, the relative benefits from each optimization differ. For
example, MNIST benefits more from quantization (1.6×)
than WebKB (1.5×) while WebKB is far more amenable
to operation pruning—2.3× versus MNIST’s 1.9×. This is
caused by differences in the application domain and input
vectors.

9.2

Balancing Specialization and Flexibility

With Minerva, we are able to consider the trade-offs of
building a fully-optimized accelerator capable of performing only one function against building a programmable accelerator able to run any of the datasets using our assumed
network topologies. In Figure 12, the bars labeled ROM indicate the power saved when the weights are stored using
ROM instead of SRAM. This additional optimization further

reduces power on average by 1.9×.
We also consider building a configurable accelerator. To
accommodate all datasets, the configurable accelerator’s parameters are set to the maximum of each individually optimized design (i.e., it supports 20NG’s 21979 input size and
up to 256 × 512 × 512 nodes per layer). This design consumes an average of 24mW across all datasets and uses 1.4×
and 2.6× more power than dataset specific SRAM and ROM
implementations respectively. The largest overhead introduced by the configurable design relative to building individual accelerators for each dataset is due to memory leakage.
With selective pruning, the dynamic power remains minimal. The inefficiencies of generality, compared to an accelerator tuned to each individual dataset, are reflected in the
bars labeled Programmable in Figure 12.

9.3

Post-Optimization Implementation

The Aladdin analysis used throughout Minerva provides simulated estimates for fully-implemented accelerators. Therefore, to validate the PPA results and gain practical
insight, we implemented the Minerva-optimized DNN accelerator in RTL and place-and-routed it using a 40nm CMOS
technology. The resulting layout is shown in Figure 13.
Table 2 summarizes the implementation results. Compared to Aladdin’s estimates, we find that our simulation results are within 12% power. The performance difference is
negligible. Considering all pieces modeled by Aladdin, the
simulation results are well within the previously published
7% PPA error. As for the entire design, the true area is larger,
due to a number of things that are not modeled by Aladdin,
namely the bus interface logic. Despite the area mismatch,

x(1)

average power is not proportionally increased due to relatively low bus activity (i.e., all of the weights are stored locally rather than continuously streamed over the bus) and
dissipates negligible leakage power. This design is the (?)
in Figure 1. We intend to fabricate a DNN accelerator using
the Minerva design flow as part of a practical demonstration
of the potential for low-power DNN accelerators.
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w(k)

x(k)
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Weight
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RELATED WORK

Early investigations into data type precision focused
purely on the relationship between reduced precision and
prediction error [45, 46]. More recently, with the revival of
DNNs, fixed-point bitwidth reduction has been revisited as
a method to reduce power and area for resource-constrained
computing [47, 48, 13, 49, 21, 17]. Others have proposed
reducing computation and data movement costs with in-situ
processing using memristors [50].
Other works have begun to exploit network sparsity to
save power. Weight sparsity was considered in [51], where
the authors co-design training and prediction to favor weight
sparsity then statically prune the network to remove unimportant edges. In [52], the authors focus on compressing
DNN weights, but also propose skipping activities of zero
value, eliding up to 70% of the neuron computations. The
reconfigurable CNN accelerator in [53] clock gates processing elements when activities are zero. In addition to pruning
neurons with zero activities, Minerva also prunes small activities. This enables us to eliminate up to 95% of all neuron
computations in the best case with no accuracy loss.
In [54], authors present and evaluate techniques for removing network weights without compromising model accuracy. DNN fault tolerance has also been discussed in [34,
55]; these papers exploit the fact that it is possible to re-train
a DNN to work around a permanent hardware fault. In [34],
the authors found that small sigmoid neural networks were
able to tolerate 12-20 hardware defects without significantly
increasing prediction error after re-training with the static
fault present. This approach was demonstrated to work well
(at least on small networks), but requires the exact fault to be
known, and requires each ASIC to be individually re-trained,
which is not scalable. Our approach mitigates arbitrary fault
patterns, does not require re-training, and is able to tolerate
several orders of magnitude more faults.
While DNNs are arguably the most generally applicable deep learning model, there are others that outperform
them in specific domains. Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) [56], for example, demonstrate state-of-the-art prediction error in many image recognition tasks. CNNs have
some similarities to DNNs, but reuse a smaller number of
weights across the image. Although this tends to stress computation rather than weight storage, we believe the Minerva design flow and optimizations should readily extend
to CNNs. Many of the features of DNNs we exploit, such
as neuron output sparsity, hold true for CNNs, and so we
anticipate similar gains to those described here for DNNs.
Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) [57, 58, 59, 60] are popular in ASIC designs, largely due to their compact mapping
onto fully-parallel hardware. However, the prediction error
of SNNs is not competitive for the datasets considered here.

x(2)

w(2)

Output Classes

w(1)

Input
Layer

Neuron
(Node)

Hidden
Layers

Output
Layer

Figure 14: The operation of a DNN during the prediction
phase, represented as a directed acyclic graph.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we have considered the problem of designing
and building optimized hardware accelerators for deep neural networks that achieve minimal power consumption while
maintaining high prediction accuracy. Minerva is a holistic, highly automated co-design flow that combines insights
and techniques across the algorithm, architecture, and circuit levels, enabling low-power accelerators for highly accurate DNN prediction. We present three accelerator optimizations that substantially improve the power efficiency
of DNN hardware accelerators. By aggressively optimizing data types, selectively pruning operations, and reducing SRAM voltages safely with novel fault mitigation techniques, Minerva is able to reduce the overall power consumption across five diverse ML datasets by an average of
8.1× without impacting prediction error. Minerva makes it
possible to deploy DNNs as a solution in power-constrained
mobile environments.

APPENDIX
A.

DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS

Neural networks are a biologically inspired machine
learning method for learning complex functions which apply multiple nonlinear transformations to an input vector to
obtain a corresponding output vector. Deep neural networks
(DNNs) are defined as networks with one or more hidden
layers [61, 62]. The nonlinear transformations are performed
by consecutive layers of fully connected artificial neurons.
The first layer is called the input layer, and it has a neuron
for each component in the input vector (e.g., each pixel in an
image). The last layer is called the output layer and contains
one neuron for each component in the output vector (e.g.,
the class probabilities for the object contained in the image).
Between input and output layers, there are additional layers
of hidden neurons. The strength of the connection between
neurons is determined by a collection of weights whose values are tuned to minimize the prediction error of the network
on some training data. Figure 14 depicts a DNN, represented
as a weighted directed acyclic graph. Following the biological metaphor, edges and nodes represent synapses and neurons respectively.

Each neuron’s output is obtained by computing a linear
combination of the outputs of the neurons in the previous
layer and then applying a nonlinear function, where the first
layer is fed by the input vector. Mathematically, the output
x j (k) of the jth neuron in the kth layer is

[7] M. Ranzato, G. E. Hinton, and Y. LeCun, “Guest editorial: Deep
learning,” International Journal of Computer Vision, vol. 113, no. 1,
pp. 1–2, 2015.

ε j (k) = ∑ w j,i (k) · xi (k − 1) ,

(1)

x j (k) = ϕ (ε j (k)) .

(2)

[9] D. Strigl, K. Kofler, and S. Podlipnig, “Performance and scalability
of gpu-based convolutional neural networks,” in Euromicro
Conference on Parallel, Distributed and Network-Based Processing,
pp. 317–324, Feb 2010.

i

Each weight w j,i (k) ∈ R represents the connection strength
between the ith neuron in layer k − 1 and the jth neuron in
layer k. The nonlinear function ϕ allows DNNs to become
universal approximators. While many different nonlinear
functions have been proposed, recent research favors the rectifier because of its simplicity and superior empirical performance [63].
A neural network is trained by iteratively adjusting
weights to minimize a loss function over labeled data. Training is often performed using stochastic gradient descent
(SGD), and the loss function is usually a combination of the
prediction error and regularization terms [64]. This process
requires hyperparameter values related to the network topology (e.g., number of layers and neurons per layer) and the
configuration of the SGD procedure (e.g., regularization parameters). These hyperparameter values are often tuned by
selecting, amongst a grid of candidates, values that minimize the prediction error of the corresponding trained DNN.
This can then be used to make predictions on new inputs for
which the corresponding outputs are not available.
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